Dame Kelly Holmes
"Your name tells a lot about you and everyone has a name. In a recent meeting with Dame
Kelly Holmes, I described what her name means to her and guided her in knowing more
about herself. Below is that reading for Dame Kelly and an example of what you would get
from me:"
Thursday (22/11/18) I had the great privilege of meeting the inspirational Dame Kelly Holmes. After talking to
her about the numerology that comes from her first name and the numbers 1809 (which she always wore on her
vest). I was asked by her to stand up and talk to other FSB members she was presenting to.
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I spoke about her first name Kelly which starts with the 11th letter K and has the overall vibration of 20/ 11/ 2.
The name Kelly Holmes also has the overall self- expression of 47/ 11/ 2. This makes Kelly the most amazing
channel, able to inspire many to think in new ways, but also someone deeply practical and disciplined. I talked
about how the obstacles (represented by her 40/ 13/ 4 mission) and the qualities represented by the numbers on
her vest (1809) have helped bring everything together for her, helping her to connect with amazing Old Soul
wisdom within, so inspiring herself and others to think in whole new ways.
Looking more closely I found a few contradictions, which may at times mean Kelly feels pulled in different
directions, but these may make discipline central in her world and so ultimately they help her to transform
everything: Kelly is deeply sensitive, but may have great difficulty expressing her feelings and with so many obstacles,
especially when younger, an unsentimental approach may have been essential.
Despite having great breadth of vision (11), Kelly can also focus on getting every detail right (20/ 2). This can
help her greatly, for example while inspiring many people in her audience she also has the potential to tune into
individuals at the deepest most profound level (so using her great sensitivity as strength). Kelly can also see
beyond the brick wall that she may be facing (obstacles) and so focus on getting to the expanse of space beyond
the brick wall and so helping others to do the same. But focussing on every detail can mean Kelly may feel
overwhelmed by the obstacles. The discipline to focus on one step at a time, while not losing sight of where she
wants to get to, may be therefore be essential for her.
Kelly is born on the 19th (represented by 19/ 10/ 1) and this may mean that her starting point is a massive
struggle to be independent and self-confident. Kelly may have felt pulled in different directions as the 1 is all
about the will to survive and look out for yourself and the 9 is all about connecting with the much bigger
picture, in order to help all of humanity. So when focussing on herself (1) Kelly may have been thinking ‘hang
on I want to help all of humanity’ (9) and when focussed on helping others (9) Kelly may have thought “hang
on, how about me ?”. Ultimately 19/ 10/ 1 can represent the ‘New Age Type leader” emerging, to achieve
success for themselves (1) in order to help humanity (9).
As well as emerging a “New Age Type Leader” there is also potential for Kelly to emerge as an Old Soul in this
lifetime.
Old Souls bring amazing wisdoms from past lives to help humanity and they are here in service.
The contradiction here is that Kelly may have had great difficulty connecting with her inner voice, as she may
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naturally be focussed on the physical and outer discipline, to build on the outside and overcome obstacles. She
may have hated delays and had no time for inner development. She may have distrusted her inner voice.
Kelly’s biggest challenge is represented by the energy 17/ 8 which is about connecting with the spiritual and the
bigger picture to find her truth. (This may also have meant that age 17 may have been very significant for Kelly
and may have been a year when her world may have expanded). As you can see from the diagram below 17/ 8
can represent someone trapped in the mineral kingdom (1) connecting to the limitless spiritual kingdom (7).
This also ties in with the overall expression no. of Kelly Holmes (47/ 11/ 2) which is often referred to as ‘the
magician (7) stuck in the mud (4)’. There is great spirituality here (7) born of the 4 which is very grounded and
practical. This can mean disillusionment, as such inspirational energy has to be so grounded, but this energy can
also represent ‘inspiring others by making your dreams come true, against great odds’. There can be a great deal
of conflict with the 4 as on one level it is all about being systematic, orderly, grounded and disciplined but
ultimately it is all about building the inner temple, with great creativity . If we again refer to the diagram below,
we will see that the 4 here is the bridge between all that has been created and can be seen and the creative that
can’t be seen. Kelly’s mission (40/13/14) is about great creativity (3) breaking through rigid 4s and 1s on either
side to transform things. The zero in her mission can mean a great potential to do this, but this can mean having
to let go and trust as you may have to go from stability to instability, in order to transform everything.
The number on Kelly’s vest (1809) brings together the 18/ 9 energies that feature so strongly in Kelly’s chart, as
well as the zero in her mission, that represents potential in Numerology. The energy 18/ 9 in terms of
numerology is ultimately about your will (1) re-evaluating (8) how best to help humanity (9).
The shape of the 8 represents the eternal cycle of spirit (or light) going deep into matter (or darkness), to bring
things to the surface to be looked at and to re-evaluate. 8energy is about taking light into the darkness, to change
patterns that would otherwise go on forever and is ultimately about finding the centre point where spirit and
matter work together. “As above so below” means the deeper you go with the 8, the higher you fly and with
such powerful obstacles Kelly may have had to dig very deep, but in the process may have connected with her
amazing Old Soul energy, helping her to fly high.
The 9s in Numerology come in with all the knowledge in their head, (especially Old Souls who they have
completed the journey from 1 to 8 many times). They know everything and won’t be told, but ultimately they
are here in service and have to let go and trust., The 18th letter is R which is used in words such as return, revise,
revive, words which are all about going back. The letter R itself looks as though it is looking back over what has
gone before and this is the purpose of the 9, to go back over all that has gone before, to extract all the wisdom
and to give this back in service and through teaching. A key feature of the 9 is to let go and trust.
Ultimately Kelly is helping us all to re-evaluate and think in new ways.
She is now very involved with education, which ultimately can uplift the consciousness and freedom of all
mankind … and on a planetary level we all need to be thinking in new ways very quickly …
Kelly’s inner transformation can inspire us all to transform …
GO KELLY !!!!
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